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Gosho Aoyama, Jimmy Kudo, the son of a world-renowned mystery writer, is a high school
detective who has cracked the most baffling of cases. One day while on a date with his childhood
friend Rachel Moore, Jimmy observes a pair of men in black involved in some shady business. The
men capture Jimmy and give him a poisonous substance to rub out their witness. But instead of
killing him, it turns him into a little kid! Jimmy takes on the pseudonym Conan Edogawa and
continues to solve all the difficult cases that come his way. All the while, he's looking for the men in
black and the mysterious organization they're with in order to find a cure for his miniature malady.
The Kaito Kid has vowed to steal a famous artist's latest painting - and Conan is on the scene! But
while Conan prepares to stop the theft, a man is killed right under his nose. Is the Kid the culprit?
Then, a small boy is the only witness to a murder, but no one can make heads or tails of his strange
testimony. And...
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Reviews
This book is definitely not e ortless to begin on reading through but extremely fun to read. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting
literature. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Ez equiel Schuster
Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta Smith
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